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Time Assessment 
1. Convert the following times. 

a) 8:40 am          __________ b) 9:37 pm          __________ 

c) 11:55 pm       __________  d) 12:01 am        __________ 

e) 0600               __________ f) 1952                __________ 

g) 1711               __________  h) 0029                __________ 

 

2. How long do the following trips take? 

Bus Stop Bus 1 

pm 

Bus 2 

pm 

Bus 3 

pm 

Red Road 3:25 3:55 4:10 

Mango Mall 3:28 3:58 4:13 

Pink Place 3:33 4:03 4:18 

Green Grove 3:39 4:09 4:24 

Purple Plaza 3:44 4:14 4:29 

Aqua Avenue 3:49 4:19 4:34 

Lilac Lane 4:02 4:32 4:47 

 

3. Solve these word problems using the timetable. 

a) Eli is travelling from the Mango Mall to Purple Plaza. He just misses the 

3:28 pm bus. How long must he wait for the next one? ______________ 

b) Between which two stops is the journey the shortest? How many 

minutes does it take between these two stops? ____________________ 

c) Vicky catches the 3:25 pm bus from Red Road to Pink Place. She later 

continues her journey and takes the 4:18 pm bus to Aqua Avenue. How 

long does she spend on the bus? ________________________________ 

 

a) Mango Mall to Purple Plaza? 

_______________________ 

b) Green Grove to Lilac Lane? 

_______________________ 

c) Pink Place to Aqua Avenue? 

_______________________ 

d) The entire bus journey? 

________________________ 
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Time Assessment 
Jessica Joyful’s Life 

 

           

 

 

 

4. Name what happened in the following years. 

a) 2010: ______________________________________________________ 

b) 2006: ______________________________________________________ 

c) 2008: ______________________________________________________ 

 

5. When did the following events occur? 

a) Jessica becomes school captain: _________________________________ 

b) Jessica’s family move house:  ____________________________________ 

c) Jessica breaks her arm: ________________________________________ 

 

6. How many years are there between these events? 

a) Jessica is born and Jessica breaks her arm: ________________________ 

b) Jessica starts school and Jessica becomes school captain: ____________ 

c) Family trip to Disneyland and Jessica’s family move house: ___________ 

 

7. The scale of this timeline is __________ box = __________ year. 

2004 2015 

Jessica is born 

Jessica’s little brother 

is born 

Jessica starts school 

Family trip to 

Disneyland 

Jessica’s family 

move house 

Jessica breaks 

her arm 

Jessica becomes 

school captain 
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Time Assessment 
8. Construct a timeline using the information contained in the paragraph 

below. Remember to include all the necessary features. 

2010 was a very exciting year for the people of Wonderville. In March, the new 

bridge over the river was completed. The Festival of Lights, held every year in 

May, was bigger and better than ever. In July, Wonderville experienced the 

wettest day in the town’s history. During October, the new adventure 

playground, created especially for the children of Wonderville, was finally 

opened. Our fireworks display in December was a huge community event, and 

was enjoyed by everyone who attended. 
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Answers 
1. Convert the following times. 

a) 8:40 am         0840 b) 9:37 pm         2137 

c) 11:55 pm       2355 d) 12:01 am       0001 

e) 0600               6:00 am f) 1952               7:52 pm 

g) 1711               5:11 pm h) 0029               12:29 am 

 

2. How long do the following trips take? 

a) Mango Mall to Purple Plaza?  16 minutes 

b) Green Grove to Lilac Lane? 23 minutes 

c) Pink Place to Aqua Avenue?  16 minutes 

d) The entire bus journey?   37 minutes 

 

3. Solve these word problems using the timetable. 

a) Eli is travelling from the Mango Mall to Purple Plaza. He just misses the 3:28 

pm bus. How long must he wait for the next one? 30 minutes 

b) Between which two stops is the journey the shortest? How many minutes 

does it take between these two stops? Red Road-Mango Mall, 3 minutes 

c) Vicky catches the 3:25 pm bus from Red Road to Pink Place. She later 

continues her journey and takes the 4:18 pm bus to Aqua Avenue. How long 

does she spend on the bus? 24 minutes 

 

4. Use the timeline to name what happened in the following years. 

a) 2010: Family trip to Disneyland  

b) 2006: Jessica’s little brother is born 

c) 2008: Jessica starts school 
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Answers 
5. When did the following events occur? 

a) Jessica becomes school captain: 2015 

b) Jessica’s family move house:  2012 

c) Jessica breaks her arm: 2013 

 

6. How many years are there between these events? 

d) Jessica is born and Jessica breaks her arm: 9 years 

e) Jessica starts school and Jessica becomes school captain: 7 years 

f) Family trip to Disneyland and Jessica’s family move house: 2 years 

 

7. The scale of this timeline is 1 box = 1 year. 

 

8. Construct a timeline using the information contained in the paragraph 

below. Remember to include all the necessary features. 

 

Events in Wonderville - 2010 

 

           

 

 

 

 

Jan Dec 

Wettest day in town’s history 

The Festival of Lights 

New bridge completed 

New adventure 

playground opened 

Fireworks display 

Jun 


